
Halliwell Jones opts
for innovative remote
CCTV maintenance
support
Halliwell Jones is one of the UK’s leading
Mini/BMW groups offering new and used cars
together with servicing and bodyshop facilities
across 10 sites in the North West and
North Wales.

They have extremely large stocks of vehicles,
many of high value, and security across the
dealerships is paramount.

Halliwell Jones relies on CCTV systems
for management of its sites, as well as 
out-of-hours protection, and it is therefore
critical that each system is working to full
capacity 24/7. Unfortunately its service
agreement with the previous CCTV
maintenance company comprised a scheduled
visit every few months which did not allow for
the day to day network faults that can arise and
potentially compromise security. This often left
the dealerships’ own management and Group
IT to carry out regular camera and equipment
checks, a costly and time-consuming process.

Challenge
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When iP24 presented their innovative RemServ
tool, group facility manager, Richard Bird
recognised immediate business benefits for his
dealership network. RemServ can be
retrofitted to the majority of incumbent DVR
installations, automatically monitoring the
operation and maintenance status of remote
CCTV systems, every minute of the day.

A daily e-mail report is sent directly to any of
the client’s PC or mobile devices, updating on
the status of every camera, or simply
highlighting ‘exceptions’ to regular
performance levels. Moreover, by the time the
client is made aware of a potential issue, iP24’s
experienced support team will have already
interpreted the alert and actioned an
appropriate response.

Having remote access to the system means the
majority of faults can be cleared without the
need to send an engineer to site, saving both
time and money. If an engineer is despatched,
it will usually be a ‘first time fix’ as the fault will
have been pre-identified prior to arrival.

Solution

Richard Bird commented: “After completing a
trial site using RemServ I was very confident
about its abilities and happy to roll it out across
all our dealerships. The fact that the system has
retrofit compatibility with the majority of
incumbent CCTV systems of all types and age
means this is a simple and efficient roll-out
programme.”

“By utilising RemServ, Halliwell Jones’ internal
management of CCTV maintenance is hugely
reduced and we can be confident that each
system is working to its full potential and
ensuring the security of every dealership site.”

Comment
RemServ can be retrofitted to the

majority of incumbent CCTV installations
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